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Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen’s prediction [1] on incompleteness of
quantum mechanics was overturned by experimental tests on Bell’s
inequality [2] that confirmed the existence of quantum entangle-
ment. In X-ray optics, entangled photon pairs can be generated
by X-ray parametric down conversion (XPDC), which has certain
wavelength window [3]. Meanwhile, free electron laser (FEL) has
successfully lased at X-ray frequencies recently [4–10]. However,
FEL is usually seen as a classical light source, and its quantum
effects are considered minor corrections to the classical theory. Here
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we investigate entangled X-ray photon pair emissions in FEL. We
establish a theory for coherently amplified entangled photon pair
emission from microbunched electron pulses in the undulator. We
numerically demonstrate the properties of entangled emission, and
provide a scheme to generate highly entangled X-ray photon pairs,
which is of great importance in X-ray quantum optics. Our work
shows a unique advantage of FELs over synchrotrons in entangled
X-ray photon pair generation.

Being an ultrabright and ultrashort X-ray laser source, FEL has shed
light on various research areas including single particle imaging [11–13], ultra-
fast X-ray spectroscopy [14–16] and high energy density physics [17–19]. The
FEL emission was mostly seen as a classical phenomenon with minor quan-
tum corrections [20]. However, a critical quantum effect, i.e., the quantum
entanglement, has never been investigated for the X-ray emission from the
FEL.

In this work, we study the entangled X-ray photon pair emission from
FEL, which can be enhanced by electron microbunching in the undulator. We
start by presenting the quantum electrodynamics (QED) treatment of single-
electron photon pair emission process in the undulator and calculate the cross
section and the entanglement degree. Then we apply the Feynman rules to
microbunched electrons, which takes into account the many-body effect, to
analyze the coherent amplification and establish the condition for coherence.
We further numerically investigate the enhancement of entangled photon pair
emission by microbunched electrons.

Entangled photons from FEL

We present in Fig. 1 the quantum mechanism of entangled X-ray photon pair
emission. Fig. 1a shows a typical SASE FEL process in the lab frame. A
relativistic electron pulse travels through an undulator, interacts with the elec-
tromagnetic (EM) field of the undulator, resulting in electron microbunching
and amplified emission.

To facilitate the study of entangled photon emission from the FEL, we
use the electron frame (EF), where the incident electron pulse has a zero
initial average velocity. We adopt the frame transformation formalism from the
Weizsäcker-Williams method [22], and use the natural units ~ = c = ε0 = 1.
For a helical undulator, AµLab = a(0, cos(kux

3
Lab), sin(kux

3
Lab), 0), where a =

B0/ku, B0 is the amplitude of the undulator field, and ku = 2π/λu is the
spatial frequency of the undulator with a period of λu in the lab frame [23]. The
undulator field is transformed to a quasi-EM wave in the EF by the Lorentz
boost as
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Fig. 1 Mechanism of coherent entangled X-ray photon pair emission in SASE
FEL. a, Schematic in the lab frame, where a relativistic electron pulse (red) passes through
an undulator, causing photon emission (yellow) while being microbunched. The fundamental
frequency of the emission can reach X-ray region, with single-photon energy of hundreds of
eVs. The schematic of the helical undulator is drawn according to the configuration of the
Delta undulator at LCLS [21]. b, Schematic in the electron frame, where the electron pulse
is initially at rest. The strong quasi-EM wave (blue) of the relativistic undulator is scattered
from the electrons. The resulting emission contains multiple components, including single-
photon emission, double-photon emission, etc. c, The Feynman diagrams corresponding to
double-photon emission in the electron frame. The black lines refer to the Volkov states of
electron. Inset: a typical constraint of four-momenta of the particles. n is the net number
of Floquet photons absorbed. d, Coherent summation of Feynman diagrams with n = 1,
including permutations of k1 and k2.

AµEF = a(0, cos[ku(γβx0
EF + γx3

EF)],

sin[ku(γβx0
EF + γx3

EF)], 0)

= a(0, cos(k · xEF), sin(k · xEF), 0) ,

(1)

where β and γ are the average velocity and Lorentz factor of the electron pulse.
k = γku(β, 0, 0,−1) is the wave vector of the undulator quasi-EM wave in the
EF, which is close to the photon mass shell for β → 1. The helical undulator
is practically available, such as the Delta undulator at LCLS [21].

The SASE emission can be approximated as the scattering of the quasi-
EM wave from the electron pulse in the EF. The emission takes part in
the microbunching of the electron pulse, and is significantly enhanced at the
fundamental frequency and its harmonics. In the lab frame, the fundamen-
tal frequency ωfd = 2γ2(2π/λu)/(1 + K2) for the helical undulator, where
K = eB0/mku = ea/m is the undulator parameter [4, 20, 24].

For strong undulator quasi-EM wave, nonlinear scattering can be observed
in the emission. We focus on the double-scattering processes, as shown in
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Fig. 1b. In this work we use the FEL parameters of Linac Coherent Light
Source (LCLS) [4], as shown in Table 1.

For a representative electron initially at rest in the EF, it satisfies the Dirac
equation (/p− e /A−m)Ψ = 0, where 6f = γµfµ, γµ are the Dirac matrices, A is
the EM four-potential, e is the electron charge, and m is the rest electron mass.

Electron energy 5 GeV Undulator period number 1392
Charge per pulse 180 pC Pierce parameter 2× 10−3

Peak current 3.4 kA Fundamental wavelength 2.30 nm
Repetition rate 120 Hz Saturation peak power 10 GW

Undulator peak field 1.32 T Emission pulse FWHM 230 fs
Undulator period length 30 mm

Table 1 FEL parameters used in this work, based on LCLS [4].

In the undulator quasi-EM wave, the electron is in a Volkov state ΨV
p (x) =

(1 − e /A/k
2k·p )up × exp{−i[p · x +

∫ φ
0

( ep·A(φ′)
k·p − e2A2(φ′)

2k·p )dφ′]}, where φ = k · x =

kµxµ = k0x0 − k · x, up is the free electron spinor, and A ' AEF [see Section
I of Supplementary Information (SI) for details]. For an electron of initial
four-momentum p, the corresponding Volkov state has a time-varying four-

momentum whose average is the quasi-momentum qµ = pµ+ e2a2

2k·p k
µ, satisfying

|q|2 = m2 + e2a2 = m2
∗.

In the Floquet picture, the Volkov state corresponds to the superpo-
sition state of the electron dressed by ñ Floquet photons, i.e., ΨV

p (x) =∑+∞
ñ=−∞ Fñexp{−i(q · x+ ñk · x)}u(p) (the expression of Fñ can be found in

SI). The electron in the Volkov state can spontaneously decay into another
Volkov state with a different quasi-momentum and thus radiate photons, the
amplitude of which can be evaluated by the Feynman diagrams (see details in
Section II of SI). Especially, the entangled photon pair emission is equivalent
to non-perturbative double Compton scattering of the quasi-EM wave from
the electron in the EF [25, 26], which satisfies the four-momentum conserva-
tion qf + k1 + k2 − qi − nk = 0 (see Fig. 1c). k1 and k2 are the momentum
of entangled photons, and n corresponds to the number of Floquet photons
absorbed. As the energies of photons (k0, k0

1, k
0
2) are much less than the elec-

tron mass (m) and the quasi-momenta (qi, qf) in the EF when n is reasonably
small, the four-momentum conservation leads to k0

1 + k0
2 ' nk0. We focus on

the representative case of n = 1, which corresponds to photon pairs with total
frequency of ωfd in the lab frame, and can be distinguished from other cases
with different n by detecting the emitted photon pair energies (see details in
Section III of SI).

With the above treatment, we obtain the scattering matrix element Sfi for
the process from an initial Volkov state i to any final Volkov state f emitting
a pair of photons in plane wave states with arbitrary polarization or helicity.
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The differential double-photon emission rate is given by

dẆ

dk0
1dΩk1dΩk2

=
e4

(2π)5

m2

2q0
i

×
+∞∑
n=1

k0
1(k0

2)2Θ(q0
i + nk0 − k0

1 − k0
2)M

2|(qi + nk − k1) · k2|

∣∣∣∣
DE(n)

,

(2)

where Ωk1 and Ωk2 are the solid angles of the emitted photon pair, the notation
|DE(n) represents the constraint of (qi +nk− k1) · k2 = qi ·nk− qi · k1−nk · k1,
and the helicity-relevant part M is explained in SI (see details in Methods and
Section II of SI).

In order to quantify the entanglement degree of the emitted X-ray photon
pairs, we calculate the density matrix ρf in the helicity basis from the scatter-
ing matrix elements Sfi as ρf = 1

2

∑2
ri,rf=1N

(
Sfi,j1S

∗
fi,j2

)
4×4

, where Sfi,j1 and
Sfi,j2 represent the scattering matrix elements with the emitted photon pair
at helicity eigenstates j1 and j2, and j1, j2 = 1, 2, 3, 4 correspond to the helic-
ity eigenstates | + +〉, | + −〉, | − +〉, and | − −〉, where ± corresponds to the
right/left-handed helicity [27]. N is chosen to keep Tr[ρf ] = 1. ri and rf rep-
resent the spin of the electron at initial and final states, respectively, which
have been traced out. The scattering matrix elements can be calculated for
any choice of k1, k2 satisfying the constraint (k1 + k2 − qi − nk)2 −m2

∗ = 0.
In order to characterize the quantum entanglement of the emitted photon

pair, we use the so-called concurrence as a measure of the entanglement [28].
The concurrence can be calculated from the density matrix as

C(ρf) = max(0,
√
ζ1 −

√
ζ2 −

√
ζ3 −

√
ζ4) , (3)

where ζ1,2,3,4 are the 4 eigenvalues of the matrix Q = ρf(σ
2 ⊗ σ2)ρ∗f (σ2 ⊗ σ2)

in descending order, and σ2 is one of the Pauli matrices. C ∈ [0, 1], with C = 0
corresponding to a unentangled state and C = 1 corresponding to a fully
entangled state. As the helicity of massless particles like photons are Lorentz
invariant, the density matrix and the concurrence are also Lorentz invariant.

We have represented the density matrix and the concurrence of the 2-qubit
states of the emitted photon pairs with the basis of the helicity eigenstates
|++〉, |+−〉, |−+〉, |−−〉. The choice of basis is not unique, and we can alter-
natively choose other basis states, such as linear polarization eigenstates [27],
which result in a unitary transformation of the density matrix, and the concur-
rence remains invariant (see Section VII of SI for details). In addition, we can
choose other entanglement monotones instead of the concurrence to quantify
the entanglement degree, such as entanglement of formation and negativ-
ity. A comparison showing qualitative agreement between these entanglement
measures and the concurrence is given in Section IX of SI.
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Microbunch enhancement

In the high-gain regime of FEL, a coherent enhancement due to the electron
microbunching plays a vital role. For a sufficiently bright electron beam and
a sufficiently long undulator, the combination of the undulator field and the
radiation field will induce a ponderomotive potential modulating the energy of
the electron beam [24]. This energy modulation eventually forces the electrons
to form periodic microbunches along the undulator axis with a modulation
wavelength λ1 = 2π/ωfd equal to the fundamental wavelength.

The conventional analysis of the coherence property due to the microbunch-
ing relies on paraxial wave equation [24], which cannot explain the quantum
phenomenon of entangled photon pair emission. To overcome this problem, we
develop a quantum collective double emission (QCDE) theory (see details in
Section IV of SI). This theory provides a QED description of the microbunched
state of electrons, and deals with the interference of the Feynman diagrams cor-
responding to double emissions from different electrons. The collective double
emission rate in the QCDE theory is(

dẆ

dk0
1dΩk1dΩk2

)
C

=
dẆ

dk0
1dΩk1dΩk2

FMB(Z ′1, Z
′
2, k

0
1) , (4)

where FMB(Z ′1, Z
′
2, k

0
1) is the enhancement factor on the scattering rate

introduced by microbunching. (dẆ/dk0
1dΩk1dΩk2)C represents the collective

differential scattering rate for a microbunched electron pulse. In addition to the
rigorous QCDE theory presented in SI, here we elaborate the physical picture
leading to the coherent enhancement factor FMB(Z ′1, Z

′
2, k

0
1) via an analogy

with the quasi-phase-matching in nonlinear optics (see details in Section IV of
SI).

In the electron frame, we can view the quasi-EM wave generated by the
relativistic undulator as the pump and the emitted photon pair as signal
and idler. The electron microbunches can be regarded as a nonlinear medium
with periodic structure. Therefore, the phase difference between photons emit-
ted by adjacent microbunches should be equal to ∆φ = ∆l · ∆k, where
∆l = |∆l|ê3 = (λu/γ)(1 + K2)/(2 + K2)|ê3 is the average relative displace-
ment between adjacent microbunches, with ê3 being the unit vector along the
undulator, and ∆k = k1 + k2 − nk is the momentum transfer between the
pump photon and the emitted photon pair.

If the momenta of the signal and idler photons are both along the x3 axis,
the total momentum of the photon pair is k1 +k2 = −nk/(1+K2). Therefore
the phase difference is exactly ∆φ = 2πn, resulting in a fully constructive
interference between emissions from different electron microbunches and hence
an N2

e enhancement of the collective emission rate. In a practical FEL system,
the situation deviates from the ideal one, and only adjacent microbunches
within the coherence length contribute to the constructive interference, the
number of which is estimated to be about Nc = 22 for the parameters shown
in Table 1.
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Meanwhile, if the directions of the emitted photon pair are away from the
x3 axis, the phase difference will deviate from 2πn with a nontrivial angular
dependence

∆φ(Z ′1, Z
′
2, k

0
1) = 2π

[
(1 +K2)

× 1 + cos(Z ′2)− (cos(Z ′2)− cos(Z ′1))k0
1/k

0

2 +K2(1 + cos(Z ′2))

] (5)

(see details in Section IV of SI), where Z ′1, Z
′
2 are the zenith angles of the two

emitted photons relative to the x3 axis in the electron frame. The enhancement
parameter on the scattering amplitude by electron microbunches within one
coherent length is given by H(Z ′1, Z

′
2, k

0
1) =

∑Nc

j=1Nje
i[j∆φ(Z′

1,Z
′
2,k

0
1)], where Nj

is the number of electrons within the jth electron microbunch. The collective
emission rate of such coherent microbunches is the product of the emission rate
from a single electron and the enhancement parameter |H(Z ′1, Z

′
2, k

0
1)|2. For

the entire electron pulse, the coherent enhancement factor in Eq. 4 is given by

FMB = |H(Z ′1, Z
′
2, k

0
1)|2Ni , (6)

where Ni ' Ne/(
∑Nc

j=1Nj) represents the approximate number of coherent
sections.

In addition, using the Lorentz transformation γtan(Zl) = sin(Z ′l)/(β +
cos(Z ′l)), we can determine the zenith angles Z1 and Z2 in the lab frame for
observation of the entangled photon pair emission. As the density matrix of
the emitted photon pairs from microbunched electrons has an identical form
as that from the single electron emission, the entanglement degree is retained
under microbunching enhancement.

Numerical results

We firstly calculate the total scattering rate Ẇfi. We set practical ranges of
photon energies and angular directions for both photon detectors, and focus on
the case of n = 1. The relevant angles are illustrated in Fig. 2a. For the helical
undulator, the dependence on the azimuthal angles A1, A2 of the emitted pho-
ton pair is simplified to A2−A1. Thus, dẆ/dk0

1dΩk1dΩk2 can be displayed in
a three-dimensional space of the zenith angles Z1, Z2 and A2 − A1. Choosing
ω1 ' ωfd/3 and ω2 ' 2ωfd/3 in the lab frame, the double angular distribution
of the differential scattering rate dẆ/dk0

1dΩk1dΩk2 is shown in Fig. 2b.
To demonstrate the quantum entanglement, we show the concurrence C of

the emitted photon pairs in Fig. 2c. Especially, C can reach its upper limit
of 1 for certain angles, meaning that fully-entangled two-photon states may
be generated. Concurrence close to 1 can be approached at multiple angles.
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Fig. 2 Numerical simulation of entangled X-ray photon pair emission with
microbunch enhancement. a, Illustration of the angles in b and c. Z1,2 refer to the
zenith angle between the three-momentum k1,k2 of the emitted photons and the x3 axis.
A2 − A1 is the difference between the azimuth angles of the emitted photons at the trans-
verse far-field plane. Photons are treated as being emitted from the point S at the center of
undulator for far-field measurement. b, Normalized double-angular distribution of the dif-
ferential scattering rate dẆ/dk01dΩk1

dΩk2
in the lab frame. c, Double-angular distribution

of the concurrence C. In both b and c, the polar angles refers to A2 ∈ [0, 2π], and the radii
refers to γtan(Z2) ∈ [0, 1] for photon 2. The red points represent the directions of photon 1.
Here we choose ω1 ' ωfd/3.

However, for most regions in the double-angular parameter space, the con-
currence is relatively low. Thus, without selection or purification, the overall
entanglement of the emitted photon pairs would vanish.

To obtain higher concurrence, a circular aperture can be inserted into the
system at far field as shown in Fig. 3a, and only photon pairs that are emitted
in the direction Z2 ' Z1 ' Z can pass through the aperture. In light of
the numerical calculation for the angular distribution of concurrence shown in
Fig. 2b, the circular aperture can be chosen to maximize the concurrence of
the photon pairs that pass it. As demonstrated in Fig. 3b-d, concurrence close
to 1 can be achieved at multiple angles such as γtan(Z) = 0.51, 0.60, 0.68 with
a sufficiently small aperture, whose size is chosen to be ∼ 1/300 of the far-field
speckle.

We can now estimate the emission rate of the entangled photon pairs in
certain energy ranges that pass through the aperture in the lab frame. The
energy ranges of the emitted photons are chosen to be [ωfd/3− 10 eV, ωfd/3]
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Fig. 3 Density matrices of the emitted photon pairs. a, Geometry of the inserted
circular aperture, where Z describes the angular position of the circular hole relative to
the equivalent source point S. b,c,d, Real parts of the density matrices of the resulting
entangled states for the aperture shown in a with γtan(Z) = 0.51, 0.60, 0.68, which leads to
C = 0.90, 0.99, 0.89, respectively. The size of the circular aperture is chosen to be ∼ 1/300 of
the far-field speckle. The imaginary parts of the density matrices are zero due to the specific
choice of the helicity basis and the identical emitting directions of the entangled photons
(see Section VIII of SI for details).

and [2ωfd/3−10 eV, 2ωfd/3]. The angular position of the circular hole is chosen
to be γtan(Z) = 0.60.

For a single electron, the emission rate of the entangled photon pairs is
RSE = 6×10−21. For an electron pulse in a synchrotron system, with the same
amount of electrons Ne = 1.12 × 109 as in Table 1, the total emission rate is
RSync = NeRSE = 7 × 10−12. For a microbunched electron pulse in the FEL
system where the number of electrons in each microbunch is chosen to be a
typical value of 106, with Eq. 4, we obtain a rate of RFEL = 1.5 × 10−4. The
FEL system can thus provide an enhancement of order of 107 for the entangled
photon pair emission rate compared to the synchrotron system.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have theoretically demonstrated the entangled photon pair
generation with FEL. In the electron frame, the double photon emission can
be understood as the scattering between the electrons and the quasi-EM wave
of the undulator field, which can be enhanced by the electron microbunching
in FEL. We demonstrate that the FEL can generate highly entangled photon
pairs with enhanced emission rate, which is impossible from a classical per-
spective. The FEL can thus be utilized as an entangled photon pair source
for X-ray quantum optics, especially for applications in the soft X-ray regime
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where it is challenging to use nonlinear effects like spontaneous parametric
down conversion due to the strong absorption in nonlinear crystals.

Methods

We use the Floquet expansion of Volkov state in the the calculation of double
emission scattering matrix Sfi. As the dependence of the Volkov wave function
on the phase φ (thus four-position x) shows a periodicity of 2π, a Fourier
expansion can be performed such that

ΨV
p (x) =

+∞∑
ñ=−∞

Fñe
−i(q·x+ñk·x)u(p) . (7)

Thus, the contributions to Sfi can be divided according to the number of
Floquet photons absorbed, n. E.g., for the Feynman diagram shown in Fig. 1c,

Sfi =

∫
d4x1

∫
d4x2Ψ̄V

f (x2)(−ie /A2(x2))

× (iGV(x2, x1))(−ie /A1(x1))ΨV
i (x1)

+

∫
d4x1

∫
d4x2Ψ̄V

f (x2)(−ie /A1(x2))

× (iGV(x2, x1))(−ie /A2(x1))ΨV
i (x1)

= −i e
2

2V

√
1

k0
2k

0
1

+∞∑
n=−∞

{ +∞∑
n1=−∞

MS(n, n1)

∣∣∣∣
MC(n1)

× (2π)4δ(4)(qf + k1 + k2 − qi − nk)

}
,

(8)

where the helicity-relevant part MS(n, n1)|MC(n1) is explained in Section II of
SI, which only survives when momentum conservation is fulfilled at each vertex
of the Feynman diagrams.

The differential scattering rate is then calculated by considering the total
scattering probability Ẇ of double emission that satisfies

Ẇ =

∫
V
d3qf

(2π)3
V
d3k1

(2π)3
V
d3k2

(2π)3

|Sfi|2

V T
V

=

∫
4V 4

(2π)9
d3qf

∫
dΩk1

∫
dΩk2

∫ +∞

0

dk0
1

∫ +∞

0

dk0
2 (k0

1)2(k0
2)2 |Sfi|2

V T
,

(9)

where V T is the space-time volume of the interaction zone. Combining Eq. 8
and Eq. 9, and completing the integral over variables except for k0

1, Ωk1 and
Ωk2 , we obtain the Eq. 2 that
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dẆ

dk0
1dΩk1dΩk2

=
e4

(2π)5

m2

2q0
i

×
+∞∑
n=1

k0
1(k0

2)2Θ(q0
i + nk0 − k0

1 − k0
2)M

2|(qi + nk − k1) · k2|

∣∣∣∣
DE(n)

,

where |DE(n) means the constraint of (qi +nk−k1) ·k2 = qi ·nk−qi ·k1−nk ·k1,
and the helicity-relevant part M is explained in Section II of SI.

In order to explicitly show the dependence of the entangled emission proba-
bility on the key FEL parameters, we can reduce the formula of the differential
entangled double emission probability for a single electron in the lab frame
based on Eq. 2. Focusing on n = 1, the entangled emission probability Upair is
given by

Upair ' FLFS
dẆ

dk0
1dΩk1dΩk2

∣∣∣∣
EF,k1,k2

, (10)

where dẆ
dk01dΩk1

dΩk2

∣∣∣∣
EF,k1,k2

is the value of scattering probability in Eq. 2 with

the two photon four-momenta in EF chosen as k1, k2, and FL, FS are the
prefactors related to the Lorentz transformation and solid angle, respectively.

Upair can be expressed with key FEL parameters γ, λu and B0, which
represent the Lorentz factor of electrons, undulator period length and magnetic
field amplitude of the undulator, in the form of

Upair ∝
Q(B0λu)

λ2
u(1 + (cKB0λu)2)2(1 + (cKB0λu)2/2)[1 + (cKB0λu)2(1 + cosZ ′2)/2]

,

(11)
where

Q(B0λu) =

2∑
t1,t2,t3,t4=0

Pt1,t2,t3,t4(B0λu)Jt1(sinZ ′1
(cKB0λu)

1 + (cKB0λu)2
)

× Jt2(sinZ ′1
(cKB0λu)

1 + (cKB0λu)2
)Jt3(sinZ ′2

(cKB0λu)

1 + (cKB0λu)2
)

× Jt4(sinZ ′2
(cKB0λu)

1 + (cKB0λu)2
) ,

and cK = e/2πm. Pt1,t2,t3,t4(B0λu) are polynomials of B0λu with the highest
order between 4 and 8, and Jt(x) refers to the Bessel function of the first kind
with order t. The detailed derivation of Eq. 11 is presented in Section V of SI.

At the vicinity of a specific choice of k1, k2, we can obtain approximated
power function for Q(B0λu). For example, consider k1, k2 that satisfy ω1 =

11



ωfd/3 and γtanZ1,2 ' 0.51, 0.60, 0.68 in the lab frame, with the corresponding
ω2 ' 2ωfd/3 given by the conservation of four-quasi-momentum. These three
cases correspond to the three circumstances shown in Fig. 3 of the main text.
we obtain by fitting that

Q(B0λu) ∝(B0λu)1.90 for γtanZ1,2 ' 0.51 , (12)

Q(B0λu) ∝(B0λu)2.00 for γtanZ1,2 ' 0.60 , (13)

Q(B0λu) ∝(B0λu)2.10 for γtanZ1,2 ' 0.68 . (14)

The details are shown in Section V of SI.
The helical undulator simplifies the dependence of the double-emission

process on the emitting azimuth angles A1, A2 to A2 − A1 and reduces the
parameter space, making it more convenient to optimize the detection scheme
for the entangled photon pairs in experiment. A detailed calculation for the
case of linearly polarized undulator is given in Section VI in SI.
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